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Abstract
We study simple majority rule from a perspective of coalitional decision makings. Four attrative properties each linking decisions by a group to decisions
by its varioius coalitions are introduced, and are used for characterizing simple majority rule. Our characterization result provides an alternative to that
of May (1952).
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Introduction

One of the best known voting procedures is simple majority rule: when a
group of people deciding on two options and assuming that each individual
casts one vote, the option that gets ‘more’ votes than the other emerges as the
winner. Simple majority rule is fairly easy to understand and to implement,
and has several attractive normative properties as studied in May (1952): it
treats individuals symmetrically (the rule is anonymous), it is neutral with
respect to options (there is no significance of names attached to the options),
and it responds to individuals’ preferences positively.1
In May’s (1952) study of simple majority rule, he takes a group of individuals as fixed and allows their preferences to vary. In this paper, we take
the preferences of a group of individuals as fixed and study simple majority
rule from a perspective that links the group’s decision with decisions made
by its subgroups (coalitions). This is motivated by an observation that group
decisions are essentially compromises among group members and/or among
its various coalitions: a group’s decision on two options depends on how its
various coalitions decide on the two options. How exactly are coalitions’
decisions linked to the group’s decision? For example, when an option x considered to be the winner for each of the two disjoint coalitions over another
option y, would x continue to be considered the winner for the group joined
by the two coalitions? This is one of the possible links between a group of
individuals and its coalitions that we intend to explore in this paper. In
particular, we show that simple majority rule is characterized by the following properties (see formal definitions of these properties in Section 3): (a) if
two disjoint coalitions each consider an option x as the winner over another
option y, then when they join into a single coalition, the option x continues
to be the winner over the option y by the enlarged coalition; (b) whenever
a coalition of a given group is indifferent between two options x and y, the
group’s decision on x and y is determined by the other coalition after ‘taking
out’ this indifference-coalition; (c) any coalition of two individuals with opposite views over two options x and y should express an indifference between
the two options; (d) the decision by any coalition with just one individual
must rest on this individual’s preferences.
1

Apart from May’s (1952) paper, simple majority rule has been studied by many researchers from various perspectives. The most recent contribution is by Dasgupta and
Maskin (2008) where the authors give an axiomatic characterization of simple majority
rule over a larger domain of individual preferences than any other voting rules.
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In Section 2, we introduce our basic notation and definitions. Section
3 presents several attractive properties and gives an axiomatic characterizations for simple majority rule. The paper is concluded in Section 4 by making
some brief remarks.
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Notation and Definitions

Let there be n ≥ 2 individuals and two alternatives x and y. The set of
individuals is to be denoted by N . For each i ∈ N , Ri stands for individual i’s
preferences over x and y. Let Pi and Ii stand, respectively, for the asymmetric
and symmetric part of Ri .
Non-empty subsets of N are denoted by S, T , · · ·, and are called coalitions. For any coalition S, #S denotes the cardinality of S.
Let αN ≡ {R1 , · · · , Ri , . . . , Rn } denote a profile of individuals’ preferences
over x and y. In this paper, we consider αN as fixed. For any coalition S,
let αS denote the set {Ri ∈ αN : i ∈ S}.
S
An aggregation rule f assigns, for each αS ∈ T ∈N αT , a complete binary
relation R(αS ) over x and y: R(αS ) = f (αS ). The asymmetric and symmetric
part of R(αS ) are denoted by P (αS ) and I(αS ), respectively.
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Simple Majority Rule

For each coalition S, let N (x, y; αS ) ≡ #{i ∈ S : xRi y for some Ri ∈ αS }.
An aggregation rule f is said to be simple majority rule iff, for all coalition
S, xf (αS )y ⇔ N (x, y; αS ) ≥ N (y, x; αS ).
How is a group’s decision linked with decisions made by its coalitions?
We consider the following properties each linking a group’s decision to its
various coalitions.
Independence of an Unconcerned Coalition (IUC): For all coalitions S and T
with S ∩ T = ∅, if xI(αS )y, then xR(αT )y ⇔ xR(αS ∪ αT )y.
Simple Equal Treatment (SET): For all i, j ∈ N , if [xPi y and yPj x] then
xI(α{i,j} )y.
Monotonicity (M): For all coalitions S and T with S ∩ T = ∅, if [xP (αS )y
and xP (αT )y] then xP (αS ∪ αT )y.
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Self Determination (SD): For all i ∈ N , xR(α{i} )y ⇔ xRi y.
IUC requires that, for any two disjoint coalitions S and T , whenever S is
indifferent between x and y, the decision over x and y by the group, S ∪ T ,
is determined by coalition T . SET says that, in a simple coalition consisting
of two individuals, if they have opposite views over x and y (one prefers x
to y and the other prefers y to x), then this coalition should regard x and
y as indifferent. SET reflects the idea that an aggregation rule should treat
individuals equally in this simple situation.2 M stipulates that, whenever
two disjoint coalitions, S and T , each regard x as a better option than y,
x continues to be regarded better than y by the coalition joined by S and
T . And finally, SD simply says that the decision by any coalition with just
one member must be determined by its member. In a very weak sense, SD
reflects an idea of self-determination in making decisions.
The following proposition presents our main result, a characterization of
simple majority rule.
Proposition 1 An aggregation rule f satisfies IUC, SET, M and SD if and
only if it is simple majority rule.
Proof. It can be checked that simple majority rule satisfies IUC, SET, M
and SD. We now show that, if an aggregation rule f satisfies IUC, SET, M
and SD, then it must be simple majority rule.
Let f be an aggregation rule satisfying IUC, SET, M and SD. We first
note that, by SD, it follows that
for all coalition S = {i}, xRi y ⇔ xR(αS )y

(1)

Consider any coalition S = {i, j} where i and j are distinct. We note that,
for a, b ∈ {x, y}, if aPi b and bPj a, then, by SET, aI(αS )b follows immediately;
if aPi b and aPj b, then, from (1), we must have aP (α{i} )b and aP (α{j} )b; a
simple application of M gives us aP (αS )b; if aPi b and aIj b, then, from (1),
we have aP (α{i} )b and aI(α{j} )b; by IUC, aP (αS )b follows easily from IUC.
Therefore, we obtain
2

SET resembles an idea behind a simplification procedure discussed by Gaertner (1988)
for reducing originally given profiles of preferences to their equivalent profiles of preferences.
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for all S = {i, j} and all a, b ∈ {x, y}, if [(aPi b & aIj b) or (aPi b & aPj b)]
then aP (αS )b, and if [(aIi b & aIj b) or (aPi b & bPj a)] then aI(αS )b.
(2)
Suppose that, for all coalition S with #S ≤ 2, f (αS ) is given by simple
majority rule. We show that for all coalition T with #T = #S + 1, f (αT )
is given by simple majority rule as well. Let T be a coalition such that
#T = #S + 1. We distinguish four cases: (i) for some i ∈ T , xIi y; (ii) for
some j, k ∈ T , xPj y and yPk x; (iii) for all i ∈ T , xPi y; and (iv) for all i ∈ T ,
yPi x.
Consider case (i) first. Note that in this case, for some i ∈ T , xIi y.
From (1), xI(α{i} )y. By IUC, we then have xR(αT )y ⇔ xR(αT −{i} )y. From
our induction hypothesis, xR(αT −{i} )y ⇔ N (x, y; αT −{i} ) ≥ N (y, x; αT −{i} ).
Therefore, from xR(αT )y ⇔ xR(αT −{i} )y and xIi y, it follows that
xR(αT )y ⇔ N (x, y; αT ) ≥ N (y, x; αT ).
Consider case (ii) in which for some j, k ∈ T , xPj y and yPk x next. If
xPj y and yPk x for some j, k ∈ T , then, from (2), xI(α{j,k} )y. By IUC,
we then have xR(αT )y ⇔ xR(αT −{j,k} )y. From our induction hypothesis,
xR(αT −{j,k} )y ⇔ N (x, y; αT −{j,k} ) ≥ N (y, x; αT −{j,k} ). Then, xR(αT )y ⇔
N (x, y; αT ) ≥ N (y, x; αT ) follows from xR(αT )y ⇔ xR(αT −{j,k} )y and [xPj y
and yPk x].
Thirdly, we consider case (iii) where xPi y for all i ∈ T . Note that, in this
case, N (x, y; αT ) = #T and N (y, x; αT ) = 0. From our induction hypothesis,
we must have xP (αT −{j} )y and xP (α{j} )y for some j ∈ T . Therefore, by M,
it follows that xP (αT )y.
Case (iv) in which for all i ∈ T , yPi x, is similar to case (iii), and it can
be shown that yP (αT )x.
The above cases exhaust all possibilities. Therefore, combining (1) and
(2), we have shown that
for all coalition S, xR(αS )y ⇔ N (x, y; αS ) ≥ N (y, x; αS ).

(3)

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
It may be noted that, in the above result, Monotonicity can be replaced
by the following Unanymity property:
Unanymity (U): For all coalitions S, if [xPi y for all i ∈ S] then xP (αS )y.
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U says that if every individual in a coalition prefers x to y, then the
coalition must rank x better than y. This is the weak Pareto principle in our
context.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied simple majority rule from the perspective
of coalitional decision makings. Our main intention is to explore the link
between decision makings by a group and its various coalitions. In this
context, we have provided an alternative characterization for simple majority
rule.
To the best of our knowledge, our study of simple majority rule is the
first to be conducted in the framework proposed in this paper. It would be
interesting to study other well-known voting rules in this or similar frameworks.
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